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Closed School Discharge Reform

Executive Summary
When an institution of postsecondary education closes, its students may be eligible for
a discharge of their federal loans if they are unable to complete their education. While
closed school discharges represent an important safety net for student borrowers, they
have cost taxpayers over $2 billion during the past decade. The 2016 closure of ITT
Technical Institute, a chain of proprietary schools, led to over $1 billion in closed school
discharges alone. Though students are ineligible for discharges if they complete their
education at the closing school or elsewhere, the precipitous nature of many school
closures means that successful program completion is an uncommon outcome.
Higher education enrollment is currently on a downward trajectory. School closures—
and the associated loan discharges—are likely to continue and even accelerate as
pandemic-era stimulus funding runs out and enrollment continues to decline. In
theory, the Department of Education (ED) assesses the financial health of private
schools participating in Title IV programs and requests financial protection (surety)
from institutions in danger of closure. But in practice, ED has failed to foresee most
school closures, meaning most closed school discharges go uncompensated.
Precipitous school closures hurt students
most of all. The collapse of ITT Tech and
other institutions left tens of thousands
of students without a school, often in the
middle of the semester. Plans were not in
place to allow students to complete their
educations elsewhere; most lost months or
years of their lives with nothing to show
for it. Even though these students received
discharges of their federal loans, their
goal when they began higher education
was a degree or certificate, not a loan
discharge. Rather than aiming to maximize
the number of closed school discharges,
policymakers should aim to maximize the
number of students at closed schools who
can complete their education.
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This report proposes a requirement for private institutions that depend on federal Title
IV funding to purchase insurance to compensate taxpayers in the event of a closed
school discharge. Though the immediate benefit of such a policy is taxpayer protection,
the larger benefit is to encourage institutions to act in ways that benefit students.
Insurance companies would be free to vary premiums based on the risk of a closed
school discharge, granting lower premiums to institutions that take action to make
closures less likely. Schools would be rewarded for prudent financial management
and for arranging viable teach-out plans that will allow students to complete their
programs in the event of a closure.
The report includes a detailed roadmap for policymakers to use in implementing a
discharge insurance requirement, including proposals for coverage requirements,
enforcement provisions, a phase-in, and oversight. The report also examines some of
the criticisms of an insurance requirement and suggests additional policy responses
to address them. It proposes that a discharge insurance requirement form a piece of
a broader, incentives-based accountability agenda to improve the way institutions of
postsecondary education serve students, taxpayers, and society.
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Introduction
On September 6, 2016, ITT Technical Institute—a chain of proprietary colleges that
enrolled over 40,000 students—abruptly shut its doors.i So sudden was the closure that
many of ITT Tech’s students showed up to class only to find the doors locked. Students
who sought to transfer their credits to another college and complete their education
there were out of luck: the institution itself admitted that it did not expect any of its
credits to transfer.ii
As a result, almost none of the students enrolled in ITT Tech at the time of its closure
earned the credentials that they had originally gone to college to obtain. Most of
ITT Tech’s students spent months or years of their lives in pursuit of a credential,
taking time out of their careers and spending thousands of dollars in the hope that a
postsecondary degree or certificate would open doors to a middle-class career. The vast
majority never realized those aspirations.
Though ITT Tech’s students can never regain those lost months and years, the federal
government did step in to absorb many of the financial consequences. Under a
provision called the closed school discharge, borrowers are eligible for a complete
discharge of their student loans if they are enrolled in a school when it closes or
withdrew from the school fewer than 180 days before it closed.iii
But closed school discharges did not erase the financial costs of ITT Tech’s collapse. It
merely transferred some of them from students to taxpayers. At the time of the school’s
closure, the Department of Education (ED) expected closed school discharges associated
with ITT Tech to total $461 million.iv Expansions of discharge eligibility since then have
brought the total cost of ITT Tech’s closure to well over $1 billion.v
The collapse of ITT Tech may have been inevitable. The precipitous and costly nature of
its closure was not.
ED has some tools available to protect students from schools in danger of closure and to
insulate taxpayers from the financial burden of closed school discharges. For instance,
ED may require financially troubled institutions to post surety in order to reimburse
taxpayers in the event of a discharge. However, the shuttering of ITT Tech demonstrates
how this power is often misused and can even exacerbate the consequences of
school closures.
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As of August 2016, ITT Tech had posted surety equal to $94 million. The purpose of this
surety was to meet ED’s liabilities should the institution close. Twelve days before ITT
Tech shut its doors, officials in the Obama administration’s ED sent the school a letter
requesting additional surety in the amount of $153 million, to be posted within 30 days.
This raised ITT Tech’s total requested surety to 40% of its revenues from federal student
aid programs. At the same time, ED barred the school from enrolling new students
using federal financial aid.vi
The Obama administration argued that these new restrictions were justified. By August
2016, ITT Tech had been sanctioned by its accreditor and was facing lawsuits from
multiple federal regulatory agencies.vii Its campuses were hemorrhaging students. An
eventual closure looked likely. In the administration’s view, it made sense for ED to
request financial protection in the form of surety and limit taxpayers’ further exposure
by barring the school from enrolling most new students.
But in practice, the regulatory broadside only hastened the school’s collapse. No
sensible financial institution would extend surety to a college in such dire straits. Had
ED requested additional surety much earlier in the process, ITT Tech might have been
able to post it, but by August 2016 it was too late. A fall in revenues from the prohibition
on new enrollments only worsened the school’s financial troubles. Instead of an
orderly wind-down in operations, ITT Tech fell off a cliff. Tens of thousands of students
awoke one morning without a school—and virtually no support to continue their
education elsewhere.
The $94 million in surety that ITT Tech had already posted at the beginning of August
2016 covered only a fraction of the closed school discharges that the institution’s
collapse precipitated. Taxpayers covered the remainder of the liabilities. Currently,
there is no systematic policy in place to protect taxpayers from the financial
consequences of closed school discharges. Requesting protection from schools is largely
up to the discretion of ED officials.
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Some smelled political motivations in ED’s actions during August and September
2016. The Obama administration had made no secret of its distaste for the proprietary
college sector, and many saw the shuttering of ITT Tech as part of a vendetta. The Wall
Street Journal editorial board noted that ED had forced the school’s closure “without
proving a single allegation.”viii Whatever their true motivations, the ITT Tech episode
demonstrates that ED officials can wield enormous discretion over the likelihood and
timing of school closures. This discretion creates considerable uncertainty for both
colleges and students.
The era of precipitous school closures is not over. Vista College, a Texas-based chain,
abruptly shut its doors in October 2021, giving some students and staff as little as one
day’s notice.ix Capri Institute in New Jersey shuttered in December 2021 after teachers
initially told students that the school would only temporarily close due to COVID-19
concerns.x The two institutions disbursed nearly $30 million combined in federal
student loans during the 2020-21 academic year, much of which could be forgiven
by taxpayers.xi
More school closures are likely to come.
Total enrollment in postsecondary
institutions has dropped more than
5% since the start of the COVID-19
pandemic.xii Many institutions have
cut their tuition in real terms, which
is good news for students but may
result in greater financial pressure on
institutions.xiii While proprietary colleges
have accounted for most college closures
over the past decade, the headwinds
affecting the higher education industry
may cause closures to spread among
private nonprofit schools, as well.

Total enrollment in

postsecondary institutions
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It’s time for the federal government to adopt a more proactive approach to protect
students and taxpayers from the consequences of school closures. While students who
attend closed schools may receive a loan cancellation, they often lose years of their lives
pursuing a degree or certificate and never earn the credential they sought in the first
place. Sudden school closures exacerbate America’s college completion crisis; only 62%
of students who start college earn a degree within six years.xiv
Closed school discharges also increase the costs to taxpayers associated with the federal
student loan program. In total, the government will lose $12.6 billion on student loans
in fiscal year 2022, according to fair-value estimates prepared by the Congressional
Budget Office.xv
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The solution to both these problems is a requirement for private Title IV-participating
institutions to purchase insurance to reimburse taxpayers for the cost of closed
school discharges. Such a requirement should be a part of the Department’s process
for certifying a school’s participation in Title IV federal financial aid programs. The
remainder of this report lays out the current landscape of closed school discharges and
provides a roadmap for reform.
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Background on Closed
School Discharges
School closures are not
inherently bad. A dynamic
higher education sector
should see institutions close
from time to time as demand
for postsecondary education
fluctuates and labor market
needs change. When older
institutions fail to innovate, new
and better schools should drive
them out of business. If colleges
never closed, it would be a
sign of stagnation in American
higher education.

A dynamic higher education

sector should see institutions
close from time to time as

demand for postsecondary

education fluctuates and labor
market needs change.

According to the Government Accountability Office (GAO), over 1,100 colleges,
ranging from branch campuses of a larger university system to nationwide chains of
proprietary institutions, shut their doors between 2010 and 2020.1 Nearly a quarter
million borrowers were enrolled in these schools at the time of their closure. Borrowers
in closed schools owed a total of $4 billion.xvi
The bulk of borrowers in a closed school (86%) attended a proprietary institution.
Almost all the remainder were enrolled in private nonprofit institutions, with a
tiny number in public colleges. The proprietary sector is generally more responsive
to changes in demand for higher education. After the 2008 recession, a weak labor
market caused the number of students pursuing postsecondary degrees to surge. The
proprietary sector added nearly 500 degree-granting institutions between 2006-07 and

1

The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) estimates that school closures over the same
period totaled roughly 700; however, the NCES definition excludes non-degree-granting institutions.
For more details, see https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d20/tables/dt20_317.50.asp?current=yes.
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2012-13, while the private nonprofit sector added 12 institutions and the public sector
added none. But when demand for higher education fell as the labor market recovered,
almost all the shuttered schools were proprietary. xvii

Figure 1: Annual School Closures Between 2010 and 2020

Source: Government Accountability Office (2021)

The number of borrowers in closed schools peaked in 2016 with the collapse of ITT
Tech. So far, the COVID-19 pandemic has not driven a comparable wave of school
closures, which GAO attributes to the generous stimulus funding that Congress
provided the higher education sector. However, if the current decline in college
enrollment continues, closures may rise again as stimulus dollars run out. Nonprofit
schools may not be insulated from the trend; messy closures of nonprofit schools such
as New York’s Dowling Collegexviii and Vermont’s Burlington Collegexix may portend what
is to come.
Federal student loan borrowers may be eligible for a closed school discharge if they
were enrolled in a college that shut its doors, or if they withdrew from the school fewer
than 180 days before it closed. However, students are not eligible for a discharge in all
cases. If a borrower completed the program of study and received a degree or certificate
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before the school closed, he or she is not eligible for a discharge because the borrower
received the program’s credential. Additionally, the borrower is not eligible for a
discharge if participating in a teach-out, a process by which the closing school arranges
for the completion of its students’ programs either in-house or at another institution.
The borrower is also ineligible when the student transfers credits to a comparable
program at another school and completes the program there. (If the borrower transfers
credits but does not complete the program at the target institution or transfers into a
non-comparable program of study, he or she may still be eligible for a discharge.)xx
Essentially, students in closed schools will not be eligible for a discharge of their
federal loans if the school provides them with a reasonable opportunity to earn their
intended credentials in the program (or a similar program) in which they were enrolled
when the school closed. Federal policy should aim to maximize the number of students
at closed schools who are able to earn that credential.
Simply granting closed school discharges and throwing the cost to the taxpayers
should not be the goal. At some point, each student attending a closed school decided
that taking on debt was worth it in order to earn a degree or certificate. Policymakers
should honor that choice by helping students complete their programs rather than
rushing to issue closed school discharges. The measure of policy success is not the
number of closed school discharges granted, but the number of students who can be
helped to complete their education.

At some point, each student attending a closed school

decided that taking on debt was worth it in order to earn
a degree or certificate. Policymakers should honor that
choice by helping students complete their programs
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Unfortunately, successful program completion after a school closure is all too
uncommon. According to GAO calculations, just 13% of borrowers at closed
schools successfully complete their programs at the closing institution before the
school closes.xxi
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Another 44% of borrowers at closed schools transfer to another institution. These
borrowers might successfully transfer their credits and complete a comparable
program (thereby making themselves ineligible for a closed school discharge), but
data limitations make it impossible to determine how common this is. Undoubtedly,
some students fail to transfer their credits or complete the new program, thereby
becoming eligible for a discharge but failing to earn the credential they sought. GAO
estimates that transfer students lose nearly half their credits on average. Transfers
from proprietary institutions to community colleges, a common occurrence after school
closures, involve an average loss of credit above 90%.xxii
GAO also found that 43% of borrowers at closed schools neither complete their
programs before closure nor transfer. Given students’ mixed success at transferring
their credits to other colleges, these borrowers might be forgiven for not even trying.
All these students are eligible for closed school discharges, which might be a welcome
consolation prize, but it is not why they originally enrolled in college.
Statistics on the total volume of closed school discharges are difficult to come
by. Between 2010 and 2020, ED granted closed school discharges to over 80,000
borrowers enrolled at nearly 700 schools. The cost of these closures totaled $1.1
billion, according to GAO. That figure does not include an additional $1.1 billion in
discharges for former students of ITT Tech, which ED authorized in August 2021. That
unprecedented authorization gave borrowers who withdrew from ITT Tech up to
eight years before it closed an automatic discharge of their federal loans; according
to the letter of the regulation, borrowers who withdrew more than 180 days prior to
closure are ineligible.xxiii
Normally, students seeking a closed school discharge must apply for one. But between
2013 and 2020, ED allowed borrowers enrolled at closed schools to receive discharges
through an automatic process; automatic discharges accounted for 42% of discharges
as of April 2021.xxiv If potentially eligible borrowers did not enroll in other institutions
within three years of their schools’ closures, ED would automatically discharge their
loans. The Biden administration has signaled its intention to revive automatic closed
school discharges and shorten the waiting period from three years to one.xxv Automatic
discharges have cost taxpayers $1.4 billion so far, with another $346 million in
discharges pending as of September 2021.xxvi
While closed schools are inevitable, these costs are not. Too often, schools shut their
doors with little warning. Adequate policies to ensure that borrowers can continue
their education, such as teach-outs and transfer-of-credit agreements, are lacking.
As a result, tens of thousands of students receive loan discharges while failing to
complete their programs. In theory, ED has the power to request financial protection
from schools in danger of closure to insulate taxpayers from the costs of discharges. In
practice, ED’s approach has so far proven inadequate to the task of protecting students
and taxpayers.
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The Department of Education’s
Existing Regulatory Toolkit
In order to protect taxpayers from the costs of closed school discharges, ED needs a way
to identify ahead of time when a school is in danger of closure and in need of financial
protection. Currently, ED’s main tool to assess the likelihood of closure is the financial
responsibility composite score. Private institutions must submit audited financial
statements to ED, and ED uses the information in these statements to calculate a score
between negative 1.0 and positive 3.0.xxvii
Schools with a score greater than or equal to 1.5 are considered financially responsible.
If an institution has a score between 1.0 and 1.5, it may be subject to additional
oversight, including heightened cash monitoring (HCM), which results in delays in
receiving federal aid funds. Schools with scores below 1.0 are considered not financially
responsible. ED may require an institution in this category to post a letter of credit
equal to a minimum of 10% of the Title IV aid it received in the most recent fiscal year.
If a failing institution posts a letter of credit equal to 50% of this aid, ED will consider it
financially responsible and lift HCM and other requirements.xxviii
However, observers of higher education have long recognized that financial
responsibility composite scores are an inadequate measure of schools’ financial
health.xxix Historically, the scores’ ability to predict school closures has been limited at
best. According to a GAO analysis released in 2017, half the institutions that closed their
doors during the first half of the 2010s were deemed financially responsible by ED right
before they closed. Meanwhile, 80% of institutions that received failing scores in 201011 were still operating as of June 2016.xxx
According to GAO, the calculation of composite scores does not reflect current best
practices in accounting. The agency found that the financial responsibility formula
employed by ED does not emphasize liquidity, the most important short-term concern
for whether a college can remain open. Scores use financial data from a single
fiscal year, even though standard accounting practices in the private sector look at
trends over multiple years to gauge financial health. The scores also do not consider
nonfinancial factors that may affect a college’s ability to remain open, including
lawsuits, regulatory actions, and potential loss of accreditation.xxxi Perhaps the biggest
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problem is that composite scores are retrospectively calculated; as of this writing (in
March 2022), the most recent available set of scores were from the 2018-19 academic
year, meaning ED is slow to react to changes in schools’ financial health.xxxii
Scores are also vulnerable to manipulation. Corinthian Colleges, a defunct chain of
proprietary schools, exploited the composite score formula’s beneficial treatment of
long-term debt by borrowing enormous amounts, labeling those loans “long-term debt,”
and repaying the loans almost immediately. Corinthian collapsed in 2015. Closed school
discharges associated with the school exceeded $100 million, while discharges under
the related borrower defense to repayment program added another $250 million. The
institution’s passing financial responsibility score from ED in 2012 was almost certainly
the product of manipulation.xxxiii
Score manipulation appears to be ongoing.
The 2018-19 set of composite scores show that
eight times as many institutions received a
barely passing score of 1.5 as received a justbelow-passing score of 1.4. In the absence
of manipulation, we would expect a smooth
gradient around that threshold.xxxiv
ED did make some welcome changes to the
composite score formula in 2020, which
aimed to address the long-term debt loophole
exploited by Corinthian. But GAO argues
that the changes “do not fully address the
current limitations of the composite score
formula” and do not “incorporate new
financial metrics that would provide a
broader indication of schools’ financial health,
such as liquidity, historical trend analysis, or
future projections.”xxxv During 2022 negotiated
rulemaking sessions, ED’s negotiator signaled
that the Department was reluctant to make
further changes to the formula.xxxvi
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ED is only one-third of the regulatory “triad” charged with overseeing institutions of
postsecondary education that depend on federal funding. State authorizing agencies
and private accreditation agencies also have roles overseeing colleges and serving as
gatekeepers for their access to federal aid programs.
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Unfortunately, accreditation agencies have often failed to identify problems at
their member schools before a precipitous closure. The accreditor overseeing both
Corinthian and ITT Tech, the Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools
(ACICS), failed to take significant enforcement actions against those schools even after
problems became apparent.xxxvii But the problem is bigger than one accreditor. The
majority of accreditation commissioners represent schools that their agency oversees,
a natural conflict of interest.xxxviii Moreover, accreditors have not historically been
equipped to understand issues of financial solvency, which would be a problem even if
their conflicts of interest did not exist. Relying on accreditors to enforce standards of
financial responsibility will always lead to inadequate results.
State authorizing agencies sometimes require institutions to post surety as part of their
application to operate in a state, but the dollar amounts involved are usually low and
cover only a small fraction of the costs associated with a closure. A handful of states,
including California, also have “student tuition recovery funds” that provide limited
financial assistance to students who attended closed schools. These funds are paid for
through a flat percentage assessment on the tuition that private schools collect.xxxix Like
closed school discharges, however, these policies are reactive rather than proactive.
State authorizing agencies have few policies to prevent precipitous closures in the
first place.
The task of identifying failing schools before they close therefore falls to ED. But the
consequences of receiving a failing financial responsibility composite score mean that
institutions endeavor to hide their financial problems from ED, often by manipulating
their scores. While ED has some latitude to request financial protection from schools
in the form of letters of credit, the inadequacy of the composite score and bureaucratic
inertia usually mean that ED requests this protection too late, at which point it can
be counterproductive. Sometimes, an institution closes without ever receiving a
failing composite score. The result is a cascade of closed school discharges without
compensation; taxpayers must cover the losses.
Even if ED makes additional changes to the composite score formula, it is likely that
colleges seeking to manipulate their scores will find new loopholes to exploit. ED
even admitted in 2017 that “any financial measure that the Department would use for
evaluating financial health could be manipulated.”xl
Private-sector analysts, by contrast, have proven much better than ED at assessing
changes in institutions’ financial health. For instance, in 2016 ED gave passing
composite scores to 30 schools that received “junk bond” status from private credit
rating agencies. Thanks to a deeper wealth of institutional knowledge and sharper
reputational incentives, private-sector analysts correctly identified financial
weaknesses at those schools that ED’s composite score formula did not.xli Rather than
rely on government formulas, policymakers should leverage the power of the private
sector to hold financially irresponsible schools accountable.
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Rather than rely on government formulas, policymakers
should leverage the power of the private sector to hold
financially irresponsible schools accountable.

School closures will always occur in the higher education system. While we cannot
prevent these closures, we can manage them to ensure students have the chance to
complete their education elsewhere and hence do not require loan discharges. To
that end, Congress should require institutions participating in the federal student
aid program to purchase insurance against the risk that they will close and impose
financial liabilities on taxpayers through the closed school discharge process.
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Why Congress Should Require
Insurance for Federally
Dependent Colleges
As a condition of receiving federal student aid funds, Congress should require private
institutions of postsecondary education to purchase insurance against the risk that they
could close precipitously, forcing ED to cancel the loans of borrowers through the closed
school discharge process. If a school closes unexpectedly and some students fail to
complete their programs through a teach-out or by transferring their credits to another
institution, the insurance company would write a check to fully reimburse taxpayers
for the cost of discharging those borrowers’ loans. Insurance companies would be
allowed—and encouraged—to vary institutions’ discharge insurance premiums based
on the perceived financial risk each school presents.
Such a system would have numerous benefits compared to the status quo, as
described below.

An insurance requirement would encourage colleges to act in
ways that benefit students.

Insurance companies charge premiums commensurate with risk. A college that
presents a higher risk of a closed school discharge would therefore face higher
premiums from insurance companies. This creates a direct financial incentive for
schools to lower the risk of a closed school discharge. Schools can do this by reducing
their risk of closure through more prudent financial management or, more importantly,
by ensuring that students have the tools to complete their programs in the event of a
school closure.
When a school closes, students can sometimes complete their programs through a
teach-out. A teach-out provides the courses needed for current students to finish
their programs, either at the original institution or through agreements with other
institutions. Alternatively, students can complete their programs by transferring their
credits to another college and finishing there. If a student has a reasonable opportunity
to earn the credential from such a program (or one close to it) through teach-out or
credit transfer, he or she would be ineligible for a closed school discharge.
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Insurance companies would assess the
preparedness of each institution to help
students complete their programs in the event
of a closure and grant lower premiums to
those that are better-prepared. Schools with
well-defined teach-out plans and articulation
agreements with other colleges to ensure
transferability of credit in the event of a
closure would enjoy lower premiums. There
is ample precedent for such dynamics in other
insurance markets: cybersecurity insurers
give lower premiums to businesses that use
two-factor authentication, and home insurers
give homeowners a break on premiums if they
install fire alarms. Often, these precautions
even are required as a condition of insurance
coverage. Students will be the primary
beneficiaries of the discipline insurance
companies impose on colleges.

Students will be the

primary beneficiaries
of the discipline

insurance companies
impose on colleges.

An insurance requirement would protect taxpayers.

Currently, taxpayers must depend on ED to request financial protection from troubled
schools, mostly on an ad hoc basis. But ED frequently fails to request sufficient surety in
time to ensure that taxpayers are protected in the event of school closures. As a result,
taxpayers usually bear the costs of closed school discharges.
The insurance requirement would provide protection for taxpayers in the event of
a discharge; full insurance coverage represents a far more proactive way to protect
taxpayers’ investments than discretionary letters of credit and financial responsibility
composite scores. Private insurance companies have a stronger incentive than the
federal government to adapt their underwriting methods to changing information, so
they would do a better job than ED at assessing the risk of college closures and pricing
insurance premiums commensurately. Deceptive tactics such as those employed by
Corinthian Colleges to mask the school’s true financial condition likely would not
survive the scrutiny of the private market.

An insurance requirement would limit government officials’
discretionary authority.

In the case of ITT Technical Institute, the discretionary actions of officials at ED
arguably hastened the school’s collapse. The broad latitude that ED officials have to
request surety and take other enforcement actions against institutions can often
exacerbate rather than solve existing problems. Moreover, ED’s discretionary authority
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creates uncertainty for institutions, leading to higher costs, and allows government
officials to pursue political vendettas against disfavored groups of colleges. By contrast,
an insurance requirement, which would replace rather than supplement ED’s existing
authorities, would provide a simpler and more predictable regulatory environment for
institutions.

An insurance requirement would provide a price signal
for students.

The variation in insurance premiums will enable students to avoid risky institutions
in the first place. Some colleges will pass the costs of insurance on to students through
higher tuition. But well-behaved colleges will face very low premiums, and hence
the tuition increase for their students will be nominal. By contrast, colleges without
financial stability or credible teach-outs will need to raise tuition much higher in
order to cover their insurance premiums. The resulting price signals will provide
information for students as they make their educational decisions.
In many sectors of the economy, insurance helps businesses and consumers manage
risk; as Jerry Theodorou writes, it is the “economy’s financial first responder.”xlii The
government mandates that car owners purchase insurance. Banks may legally force
mortgage borrowers to have homeowners insurance. Premium variation in these
areas encourages better behavior, from slower driving to smoke alarm installation.
A requirement to purchase discharge insurance is the least we can ask of the colleges
and universities that the federal government funds to the tune of over $100 billion per
year. In the following section, I lay out a roadmap for how Congress could implement a
discharge insurance requirement.
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Closed School Discharge
Insurance: A Roadmap for
Implementation
This section expands on the various aspects of closed school discharge insurance and
provides details for successful implementation.

Covered institutions.

Congress should require only private institutions of higher education (both not-forprofit and proprietary) to purchase discharge insurance.2 This is in line with ED’s
current financial responsibility regulations (such as the calculation of financial
responsibility composite scores), which only apply to private institutions. Public
institutions are exempt from existing regulations, and so they should be exempt from
the discharge insurance requirement, as well.
The reason for the exemption is that public institutions are backed by the full faith
and credit of the state in which they are located (or another government entity).xliii
If closed school discharges occur at a public institution, the state would be able to
reimburse ED for costs incurred during the closed school discharge process. In a sense,
public institutions are already insured by the state in which they operate. Currently,
ED exempts a public institution from financial responsibility standards if it provides a
letter from an authorized official of a U.S. state or other government entity confirming
its public status.xliv Such a letter should be acceptable for an exemption from the
discharge insurance requirement, as well; if at any point the institution cannot produce
this letter, the insurance requirement would apply.
Between 2010 and 2020, fewer than 1,000 of the 246,000 borrowers who received closed
school discharges were enrolled at public schools.xlv

2

The term “institution of higher education” here refers to any institution eligible for Title IV federal
financial aid programs as defined in 20 USC 1002(a). Private not-for-profit institutions defined as
institutions of higher education under the more limited definition in 20 USC 1001(a) should not be
exempt from the insurance requirement.
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Coverage amount.

Each college must purchase enough insurance coverage to fully protect taxpayers from
any losses that may arise from the closed school discharge process. ED’s maximum
potential liability is the sum of all federal loans associated with students who are
currently enrolled at the institution, plus the loans of students who withdrew from
the institution no more than 180 days prior to the date of the closing of the school.
Loans associated with students who completed their programs or who withdrew
from the institution more than 180 days prior to the date of the closing of the school
are not eligible for discharges and hence would not require insurance coverage. (As
discussed further below, ED should be barred from unilaterally extending the 180-day
look-back period.)
Institutions must maintain continuous insurance coverage for the federal loans
associated with all students who would theoretically meet the eligibility criteria for
a closed school discharge if the school closed. Consider the example of a student who
enrolls in Institution X and takes out a $2,500 loan dated September 1, 2022. Institution
X must purchase insurance coverage for that student in the amount of $2,500, plus any
interest that accrues while the student is enrolled. On January 15, 2023, the student
takes out another $2,500 loan, which raises the level of required insurance coverage
to $5,000 plus interest. If the student withdraws from school without completing at the
end of the semester (on May 15, 2023), Institution X must maintain insurance coverage
of $5,000 plus interest until 180 days after the student’s date of withdrawal (November
11, 2023). After that date passes, Institution X would no longer be required to maintain
insurance coverage for that student’s loans.
ED should require institutions to purchase insurance covering the lifetime of each
loan as soon as it is disbursed. In the example above, Institution X would purchase
insurance covering $2,500 (plus future interest accruals on this $2,500) on September
1, 2022. Coverage should last until the student either completes the program or 180 days
pass after the student’s withdrawal. The school must then place another $2,500 (plus
interest) of coverage on January 15, 2023, when the second disbursement comes. This
framework ensures that, if the institution runs into financial difficulties and is unable
to meet expenses such as insurance payments, taxpayers will still be protected against
potential discharge liabilities on loans that have already been disbursed.

Enforcement.

To enforce these provisions, ED would use the National Student Loan Data System
(NSLDS) to produce and publish estimates of each institution’s level of required
insurance coverage on the first day of every month. These estimates would be equal
to the sum of outstanding loans, along with any pending disbursements, associated
with current students and those who withdrew without completing no more than
180 days prior.
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Institutions that cannot produce proof of this level of continuous insurance coverage
would be immediately barred from further participation in the Title IV student aid
programs until they bring their insurance coverage back up to the required amount.
As a result, institutions should produce internal estimates of the required level of
discharge insurance coverage and preemptively purchase that level or more, to avoid
any disruption to their access to Title IV programs.
Given these new enforcement powers, Congress should remove ED’s existing
enforcement authority against institutions that are fully insured against the risk
of closed school discharges. ED would no longer calculate financial responsibility
composite scores for private institutions. In addition, ED would no longer have the right
to request surety from institutions that are fully insured or to place them on heightened
cash monitoring; however, ED would retain the right to take these enforcement actions
against institutions should any lapse occur in their insurance coverage.
Finally, as institutions would only be required to maintain insurance coverage for
loans associated with students who withdrew from school fewer than 180 days ago,
Congress should bar ED from unilaterally extending this look-back period as it did in
the case of ITT Tech.xlvi In fact, Congress should prohibit ED from making any changes
to the terms of closed school discharge eligibility without legislative authorization.

Phase-in period.

In an ideal world, the federal government would have already required closed school
discharge insurance as a precondition for participation in the federal student loan
program. But there are currently thousands of institutions of postsecondary education
receiving loan dollars today. Very few of these outstanding loans are protected by
insurance or surety bonding. There is a concern that implementing a discharge
insurance requirement would itself lead to precipitous closures. Institutions might find
themselves unable to secure insurance coverage, lose access to Title IV funding, and
close for want of revenues. This could lead to a wave of closed school discharges—the
very outcome that the insurance requirement aimed to avoid.
Congress can address this concern by allowing for a phase-in of the insurance
requirement. My recommendation for the phase-in schedule is as follows. In the second
full award year following the imposition of the mandate, ED would only require
institutions to purchase discharge insurance covering 20% of their potential liabilities.
In the third award year, ED would raise this coverage requirement to 40%. The
coverage requirement would increase by 20% per year until the sixth award year, at
which point all institutions participating in Title IV aid programs would be required to
purchase insurance covering 100% of the potential costs of closed school discharges.
This phase-in would allow institutions that currently participate in Title IV time to
make financial arrangements for the cost of insurance coverage. Institutions that
cannot secure the initial 20% insurance coverage in the second award year would
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maintain provisional access to Title IV aid programs for two additional years. These
schools would be required to submit a legally binding teach-out plan to their accreditor,
detailing how they plan to wind down all their educational programs in an orderly
manner should they be forced to close.xlvii If an institution has not secured insurance
coverage after one year, it would be barred from enrolling new students using Title IV
aid; after two years, it would be barred from accessing Title IV programs at all.
Importantly, the phase-in would only apply to institutions that currently participate
in Title IV programs. Institutions seeking access to Title IV for the first time would be
required to purchase insurance covering 100% of potential closed school discharge
liabilities in the first award year. This insurance coverage would need to be in place
before the school receives its first loan disbursement from ED.

Oversight of insurance companies.

While insurance coverage would dramatically reduce taxpayer liabilities in the event
of a closed school discharge, there is still a risk that insurance companies would not
be able to pay a claim. Therefore, there is a need for some oversight of insurance
companies to ensure they are financially solvent and would be able to make good
on their obligations. The 1945 McCarran-Ferguson Act delegated regulation of the
insurance industry to state insurance commissioners.xlviii It is reasonable for ED to
continue relying on state insurance commissioners to perform oversight of insurance
companies.3 The reputational risk of an insurance company within their jurisdiction
defaulting on a federal obligation would lead state commissioners to pay special
attention to companies offering discharge insurance.
Moreover, an additional layer of federal oversight—largely unprecedented in the
insurance industry—might dissuade some insurance companies from participating.
Congress has an interest in ensuring that the discharge insurance market is
competitive; premiums that are close to actuarially fair would limit the financial
obligations of institutions and provide an incentive for better institutional behavior.
To that end, Congress should limit the number of factors that dissuade companies from
offering discharge insurance. There is precedent for such an arrangement: regulation
of companies offering liability insurance on FHA-backed mortgages is left to the states,
even though the federal government has some exposure should an insurance company
fail to pay a claim.
A requirement for institutions of higher education to purchase discharge insurance as a
condition of participation in Title IV programs would produce many benefits. But there
are some drawbacks and additional considerations; this section expands on those and
suggests additional policy responses to address them.

3

For institutions with students in multiple states, the applicable insurance market would be that of the
state where the institution is headquartered.
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Additional Considerations
Would insurance companies appropriately price the risk of a
closed school discharge?

One concern is that insurance companies might not improve on ED’s assessment of the
risk of school closure; precipitous closures may simply be too hard to predict more than
a few months ahead of time. It’s true that insurance companies do not have a crystal
ball to foresee closures before they happen. However, they would have an improved
capacity to appropriately price the risk each institution presents by considering factors
well beyond the scope of ED’s current financial responsibility formula.
Surety bonding companies already provide a form of insurance against the risk that
a school will close, so there is institutional knowledge in the financial industry to
make an educated assessment of closure risks. These companies consider financial
factors such as balance sheet, net worth, net income, debt levels, working capital,
and liquidity. They also conduct trend analysis to assess whether an institution’s
financial situation is improving or deteriorating. In addition, independent analysts
have found that nonfinancial factors such as large swings in enrollment and tuition
rates predict an institution’s financial distress; insurance companies would be able
to consider these in order to ascertain a holistic picture of the institution’s risk of
closure.xlix Considering these nonfinancial factors would improve on ED’s methodology
of assessing financial health.

Would institutions pass the costs of insurance premiums
on to students?

Discharge insurance premiums represent a new expenditure for institutions, and it
is likely that most schools will pass this cost along to students through higher tuition
rates. At one level, this is a feature, not a bug: higher tuition at financially unsound
schools is a signal for students to steer clear.
Moreover, at financially responsible institutions with well-defined teach-out plans,
insurance premiums in a competitive market should be quite low. The resulting
increase in tuition will be nominal. Additionally, the marginally higher price that
students pay for a fully insured institution would come with the benefit of the
insurance company’s oversight. Insured institutions will be far more likely to have
well-developed, thoughtful, and continuously updated teach-out plans and previously
negotiated transfer-of-credit agreements with other colleges in place. For most students,
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the benefits from teach-out plans and institutional stability will vastly exceed the
slightly higher cost of tuition. Only at very risky schools will tuition hikes due to
insurance premiums be significant.
Nevertheless, if Congress is concerned about the effect that a discharge insurance
requirement might have on college affordability, this author proposes the use of the
existing federal grant system. The federal grants solution preserves and possibly
increases the average student’s purchasing power but maintains the benefit of price
signals. Facing lower insurance premiums, responsible institutions would raise tuition
by less than any increase in available federal grants.

Would an insurance requirement be a barrier to entry for new
educational institutions?

While a discharge insurance requirement would provide important protections for
students and taxpayers, new mandates and regulations must always be balanced
against the costs they impose on businesses—and the risk that those costs will hinder
competition by erecting new barriers to entry. An
insurance requirement represents an additional
hurdle that new institutions seeking federal
funding must clear in order to operate. It follows
that Congress should work to undo other barriers
Congress should work
to entry in higher education at the same time it
to undo other barriers
imposes a requirement for discharge insurance.

to entry in higher

Accreditation reform is an obvious candidate. The
education at the
current system of accreditation is a major barrier
to entry in higher education. While a detailed
same time it imposes
framework for accreditation reform is beyond
a requirement for
the scope of this report, existing proposals offer a
promising path forward. For instance, the Higher
discharge insurance.
Education Innovation Act, introduced by Senators
Michael Bennet (D-CO) and Marco Rubio (R-FL),
allows new “innovation authorizers” to grant
institutions access to federal aid outside the current
system of accreditation, provided those institutions
meet certain performance benchmarks.l Alternatively, Senator Mike Lee’s (R-UT)
Higher Education Reform and Opportunity Act would allow states to act as accreditors
alongside established accreditation agencies.li Both proposals would do much to make
the postsecondary education market more competitive.
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Should institutions be considered responsible for
student borrowing?

One objection to a discharge insurance requirement—which applies to closed school
discharges more generally—is that institutions should not be financially responsible
for the debt students took on to attend college. The student signed on the dotted line;
the student should be responsible. But since taxpayers must ultimately bear the costs if
students cannot pay back their loans, the government does have an interest in ensuring
that the institutions with which it partners through the federal student loan program
can deliver on what they promise—and face consequences if they don’t.
That government interest justifies the discharge insurance requirement. It is important
to note, however, that institutions do not have full control over how much students can
borrow to attend. Congress can address this by allowing institutions to set lower loan
limits for all students or specific subpopulations than exist in federal law.lii If a school
does not wish to be responsible for insuring part of its students’ loans, it can simply
limit the loans.
In March 2022, ED announced that companies or other entities that own more than
a 50% stake in a nonpublic institution may be held financially responsible for the
costs of closed school discharges at those institutions.liii While this policy is a welcome
step toward limiting taxpayers’ exposure to discharges, it is no substitute for an
insurance requirement. Most private colleges do not have wealthy corporate owners.
In addition, ED will only require institutions’ owners to sign program participation
agreements (thereby making them liable for the costs associated with discharges)
under certain circumstances, such as a non-passing financial responsibility score. This
approach leaves too much to the discretion of ED officials and is thus unlikely to fully
solve the problem.

How would proposed revisions of closed school discharge
regulations interact with an insurance requirement?

The Biden administration has signaled its intention to write new regulations governing
closed school discharges. At the time of writing, these regulations were not yet formally
proposed. An issue paper released during the negotiated rulemaking process signaled
that ED intends to make it easier for borrowers to receive an automatic closed school
discharge. Students would receive an automatic discharge if they do not enroll in a
comparable program at another institution within one year. (Some non-ED negotiators
even pressed for an automatic discharge upon school closure.) ED officials also
may grant discharges to students who enroll in a comparable program at another
institution; only students who complete their programs through an accreditor-approved
teach-out program would be ineligible for a discharge.liv
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These changes would increase eligibility for closed school discharges and hence raise
insurance premiums under a discharge insurance requirement. This report will
remain agnostic on the question of automatic discharges. However, it is not appropriate
to make students who transfer their credits and enroll in a comparable program at
another school eligible for discharges. Regardless, Congress should specify the terms
of closed school discharges in law rather than leaving them for executive branch
officials to define through regulation. The stability of the discharge insurance market
depends on insurers having certainty regarding the conditions under which discharges
will be granted; ED cannot be allowed to significantly alter these terms without
congressional approval.

Are there political risks in the implementation of
discharge insurance?

Insurance markets can only function if insurance is pooled across a wide variety
of customers. If only the riskiest institutions are required to purchase insurance,
then adverse selection will drive the market into a death spiral. This is one reason
that this report proposes requiring all private institutions—even Ivy League schools
with billion-dollar endowments—to purchase discharge insurance. (Another is that
institutions currently perceived as financially stable may be in a weaker position than
they appear.)
There will undoubtedly be political pressure for Congress to make exceptions, but it is
imperative that lawmakers resist this temptation. Some observers have raised concerns
about the effect an insurance requirement might have on private Historically Black
Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and other minority-serving institutions (MSIs).
The argument runs that HBCUs and MSIs are in a more precarious financial position
due to discrimination, not through any fault of their own, and therefore a mandate to
purchase discharge insurance would be unfair.
This, however, is not a reason to exempt HBCUs or any other class of private
institutions from the discharge insurance requirement. First, students at HBCUs and
MSIs deserve the protection offered by a discharge insurance requirement just as
much as students at any other institution. Second, these institutions already receive
additional direct subsidies from the federal government under Title III and Title V of
the Higher Education Act. These subsidies, which are intended to counteract historic
discrimination, are the proper channel to address concerns rather than an exemption
from the discharge insurance requirements.
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Could insurance requirements be used for other purposes in
higher education accountability?

When they participate in the federal student loan program, institutions of higher
education present other risks to taxpayers besides the possibility of uncompensated
closed school discharges. For instance, students defrauded by their institutions may
receive a discharge of their loans through the borrower defense to repayment process.
In addition, millions of borrowers default on their loan obligations, costing taxpayers
$4 billion per year.lv
In addition to the risk of a closed school discharge, these risks are also prime targets
for an insurance requirement to solve. Forcing institutions to purchase insurance
against the risk of discharges under borrower defense would lead to sound marketing,
advertising, recruiting, and admissions practices in higher education. A requirement
for schools to purchase default insurance would lead them to take actions that lower
the risk of defaults, such as encouraging higher completion rates and closing programs
that do not provide graduates with enough income to pay their loans. While it is beyond
the scope of this report to lay out how such insurance requirements would work in
detail, Congress might consider adopting them along with the discharge insurance
requirement as part of a broader, incentives-based accountability legislative agenda in
higher education.
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Conclusion
When closed school discharges occur, it means that both colleges and policymakers
have failed students. The goal of higher education for a student is not to receive a
loan discharge, but to earn a degree or certificate that will advance an individual’s
earning power. A requirement for federally dependent institutions of higher education
to purchase insurance will not only protect taxpayers from closed school discharge
liabilities, but also incentivize colleges to ensure that there are pathways available
for students to complete their education should school closures occur. A discharge
insurance requirement should form part of a broader, incentives-based accountability
agenda in higher education policy to ensure that both students and taxpayers realize
the best possible return on their investment.
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